In more than 50 years and three strategic defeats later, the U.S. military enterprise now conceptually realizes that victory requires more than where it physically manifests its forces on the ground. In 2009, then-Gen James N. Mattis stated, “capturing perceptions is the new high ground in today’s conflicts, as moral is to the materiel as three is to one.” Mattis, serving as Secretary of Defense, and Gen Joseph Dunford, serving as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, formalized information as a warfighting function in 2017. The Marine Corps now paves the way for the development of information after having established the Marine Expeditionary Force Information Groups (MIGs) three years ago and investing millions of dollars and thousands of people into building the Marine Corps’ information warfighting capacity and capabilities. From the new occupational fields (OccFlds) of Communication Strategy and Operations (COMMSTRAT), Psychological Operations (PsyOp), Civil Affairs (CA), and Cyber to new investments and developments in space and electromagnetic spectrum warfare, the Marine Corps has never seen such expansion in information capabilities.

Since the establishment of the MIGs, it became evident in the early days that information capabilities are interdependent on each other with similar, complementary, core competencies. However, the interdependent capabilities of COMMSTRAT, PsyOp, and CA lack the doctrinal tenants required to make them successful. First, the minimal integration of COMMSTRAT, PsyOp, and CA—which form the backbone of the inform and influence tasks under information—does not make the single battle concept easy to achieve as multiple messengers targeting the same audience can lead to information fratricide. Second, the COMMSTRAT, PsyOp, and CA OccFlds all fall under independent proponents, which leads to significant and costly inefficiencies for the Marine Corps in allocated manpower, time, and money both for the Total Force Structure Process and the Fleet Marine Force. Finally, the Marine Corps grows each of these fields independent of the others where no true experts in communication emerge to support the legal, moral, and ethical influence needs of the Service. The Marine Corps must unify the information activities OccFlds for COMMSTRAT, PsyOp, and CA to build efficiencies, develop true experts for communication, and

We must communicate with precision and consistency, based on a common focus and a unified message.

—Gen David H. Berger
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improve support for the warfighter in planning and execution of the human aspects of military operations.

The establishment of the Deputy Commandant for Information (DCI) for the Marine Corps signaled that operations in the information environment (OIE) will have a central role in the planning and execution of military operations in the Service. It is something the military has always operated in; however, lessons learned from recent conflicts have led to a significant increase in U.S. military investment in resources and human capital to define and develop the suite of OIE warfighting capabilities. As stated in January 2020, the Joint Memorandum signed by the Deputy Commandants for Combat Development and Integration (DCDI) and DCI establishes definitions for information-related terms to communicate with precision and consistency, based on a common focus and a unified message across the Marine Corps. As defined, OIE are actions taken to generate, preserve, or apply military information power to increase and protect competitive advantage or combat potential within all domains of the operational environment.

The current national objectives and hybrid warfare threat posed by the Chinese dragon and the Russian bear means these nations will continue to poke and prod the American eagle; the difference is these two nations do not have the earned trust and credibility the American eagle has demonstrated over two centuries. Currently, the Marine Corps, or the joint force for that matter, does not have an OccFld of subject matter experts in the human aspects of military operations. Specifically, communication influence capabilities are fragmented and provide stove-piped levels of expertise, which increase the time it takes for commanders to make critical decisions—which in turn reduces competitive advantage in informational power. OIE has also required heavy investment in cyber and electronic warfare. While these crucial capabilities are currently the “shiny object,” the focus on new technology can mislead and distract the military community from recognizing the reliance on the human aspects of military operations. The cognitive, social-psychological aspects of human behavior in areas of persuasion and influence remain as effervescent as a rainbow; continuing to evade operational planning and capabilities necessary for strategic success. The Marine Corps must address this fragmentation by ensuring unity of effort and teamwork to improve the Service’s ability to address this center of gravity in the battlespace.

The Marine Corps must embrace a unique opportunity to demonstrate utility with its tactical influence capabilities which are necessary to win against the pacing threat and dominate near-peer competitors in a great power contest take up exorbitant amounts of time in working groups, operational advisory groups (OAG), operational planning teams, etc. Authority naysayers must stop finding comfort in thwarting and monopolizing precious time in working groups. The Marine Corps can only demonstrate the utility of its current capabilities by consolidating them and developing true experts in planning and execution for shaping the human aspect of the battlespace.

The Marine Corps’ solution to this gap is the creation of a new OccFld with all the resident inform and influence capabilities necessary to effectively navigate and succeed within the human aspects of military operations. The
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**The Marine Corps’ solution to this gap is the creation of a new OccFld with all the resident inform and influence capabilities necessary to effectively navigate and succeed within the human aspects of military operations.**
02XX Marine is a rifle Marine and then an intelligence Marine. The Marine intelligence community has built a relevant, necessary intelligence capability and capacity that exceeds Service-specific, joint, and interagency operational and tactical intelligence requirements. Additionally, the Marine intelligence community has established official, understood OccFld road maps that effectively compete for promotion and retention. The 07XX information activities OccFld also puts “boutique” and “straggler,” petite OccFlds in one OccFld affording the same opportunities similar to the big four OccFlds; infantry, aviation, communications, and logistics. This increases operational relevance and tactical application of like capabilities while simultaneously professionalizing petite OccFlds and increasing promotability and retention.

Built by merging current Marine Corps communication capabilities, the 07XX OccFld is comprised of COMMSTRAT, CA, and PsyOps while absorbing the coordinating function of the legacy information operations specialties. This provides the Marine Corps with a better organized, equipped, and structured information unit that provide the MAGTF and Marine-Navy integrated forces with a tactical and operational influence capabilities. This OccFld takes the best of legacy capabilities and places them with the relevant parts and pieces the Marine Corps needs to “increase and protect competitive advantage or combat power potential within all domains of the operational environment.” The 07XX information activities OccFld will provide a professionalized OccFld capability with the commensurate level of education, organization, and operational applicability to be successful in the human aspects of military operations. There is no such OccFld in the DOD. The CPG states, “Joint operations are a warfighting advantage and the Marine Corps must fully embrace our role as a critical enabler to the Joint Force.”

07XX information activities OccFld achieves this important milestone. The 07XX information activities OccFld will provide more than 22 leadership billets, which, over time, justify command slated status and general officer growth. Resident within these leadership positions are the commensurate, implied officer positions of platoon commander, executive officer, operations officer, battalion commander, regimental/MIG commander, and enlisted positions of company master sergeant/first sergeant, operations chief, battalion master gunny sergeant, etc. Additionally, this new OccFld will create information activities companies within each MIG, and eventually, Information activity battalions. The aforementioned leadership billets are currently stove-piped in legacy OccFlds of PsyOp, CA, and COMMSTRAT with little to no chance of ever serving in such a billet. Currently, as petite OccFlds, there are three PsyOp companies, three COMMSTRAT companies, three CA battalions (command selected), nine CA companies, and three CA groups (regimental command colonel billets). Let’s call a spade a spade. As these petite OccFlds stand, competitiveness, retention, and promotability is low; furthermore, the MAGTF has demonstrated that as they currently stand in their entirety, each OccFld is used for parts and pieces for influence and not in their entirety — this is good! It forces each legacy OccFld to find its relevance and place among military operations. The 07XX information activities OccFld does just that, providing the best, high-demand core competencies necessary “to generate, preserve, or apply military information power to increase and protect competitive advantage of combat power potential within all domains of the operational environment.”

Tactical action(s) must be relevant to the strategic desired state. Therefore, the Marine Corps becomes an integral player in our Nation’s strategic goals using maneuver units to break down an adversary in the cognitive domain:

Excellent tactics and physical capability are irrelevant if they do not achieve strategic aims. Physical destruction rarely defines strategic success. More often, strategic success is defined in the cognitive domain, which is manifested by collective social behaviors. Second, implementing the information function is not an argument for massive investment in influence capabilities. While new investments are necessary, the first and most effective approach is to better use the force at hand by improving the way the joint force employs its current assets. Information capabilities are less expensive than physical combat power capabilities.
get drunk off self-importance, which this legacy PA officer can tell you all about sometime!

The Marine Corps can accomplish this by the end of fiscal year 2020 (FY20). Actions can be taken right now to update the FY22 Training and Readiness Manual (T&R) and MOS Manual. The new 07XX information activities do not require additional resources, such as changes to current structure (which means zero growth), increases in personnel, additional training and educational resources, or additional funding requirements. This provides a quick and easy win and forces a new way of thinking inside and outside of the 07XX information activities OccFld regarding the human aspects of military operations. As former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, Gen Dunford stated at the 17 November 2018 Halifax International Security Forum during his interview by BBC World News,

areas where increased investment is required by the United States and its allies and partners… and we know the areas where we will be challenged. It’s a question of ideas and technology. The topline is the degree of predictability that will allow us to use resources more wisely. The 07XX information activities OccFld not only achieves this and what the CPG orders us to do, this new OccFld meets the FY20 National Defense Authorization Act under the expansion of the FY20 National Defense Authorization Act; specifically, the

Selection and Organization—Cross-Functional Teams established to—determine the collective set of combat capabilities that will be treated as part of operations in the information environment, including cyber warfare, space warfare, military information support operations, electronic warfare, public affairs, and civil affairs. Three of the five would fall and should fall under the 07XX information activities OccFld (see Figure 1).
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6. Some will argue that psychological operations, civil affairs, and public affairs are those OccFlds. All three OccFlds are stove-piped and do not meet the CPG intent to divest of legacy think. The Marine Corps has demonstrated that, as a Service, it has not invested heavily into an organic PsyOp OccFld by only authorizing 200 enlisted personnel structure with no officer PMOS personnel structure; Civil affairs was decimated during Future Force 2025; Public affairs and combat camera are dead and the Marine Corps no longer does either—only aspects of. Additionally, U.S. Army PsyOp belongs to Special Operations Command and not the conventional forces. In the case of the Marine Corps, the Service has shown where its investment is focused regarding an influence capability; COMMSSTRAT. This OccFld has an authorized personnel strength of 1,059.
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11. FY20 National Defense Authorization Act; Section (1) STRATEGY AND POSTURE REVIEW REQUIRED—the Secretary of Defense, acting through the Principal Information Operations Advisor under section 397 of title 10, United States Code (as added by subsection (a)) and the cross-functional team established under subsection (f)(1), shall—(E) determine the collective set of combat capabilities that will be treated as part of operations in the information environment, including cyber warfare, space warfare, military information support operations, electronic warfare, public affairs, and civil affairs.